
Junior Programs On Demand

Come discover our Girl Scout history as you explore our archive room 
and receive the “A Journey to the Past, History” patch.  We have all 
kinds of artifacts from long ago including uniforms, badges, patches, 
dolls, Girl Scout handbooks, other books, pictures, pins, keepsake 
memorabilia and so much more. Complete a scavenger hunt, try on 
an old uniform to take pictures in and make a SWAP to exchange with 
another girl all at this history rich program.

Location: Program Activity Center - Farmingdale

Cost: $10

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Patch

A Journey to the Past

Review range commands, rules, proper stance, and technique to 
shooting. Then widen your knowledge of archery by learning the 
secrets to aiming and how to score a target to earn the Junior Archery 
Badge

Location: Camp Sacajawea / Camp Amity / Program Activity Center - 
Farmingdale

Cost: $14

Facilitator: Jen Holmes

Recognition: Badge

Archery I
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Junior Programs On Demand

Juniors will meet the challenge of engineering a balloon powered car 
and understand potential energy, kinetic energy and jet propulsion 
at this hands-on program. Every day a mechanical engineer invents 
another machine to help people, or solve a problem‚ such as 
nonpolluting cars and more. Let’s explore the Design Thinking Process 
to think like an engineer and earn the Balloon Car Design Challenge 
Badge for Juniors.

Cost: $17

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Badge

Balloon Car Design Challenge

You have tried shooting recurves and now you wonder what it’s like to 
shoot a compound bow. Come learn first-hand the difference between 
compound and recurve bows as you learn how to shoot our Genesis 
Compound Bows.

Location: Camp Sacajawea / Camp Amity / Program Activity Center - 
Farmingdale

Cost: $14

Facilitator: Jen Holmes

Recognition: Patch

Archery II - Compound Bows
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Junior Programs On Demand

What if in 4th and 5th grade YOU were the boss of your very own 
business? What would it be?  Who would you help? That’s the 
challenge you need to work through to earn the NEW Business 
Jumpstart Badge!  This badge was created with the help of 
professional female entrepreneurs who are eager to teach girls the 
skills needed to bridge the gender inequality gap and create more 
future female entrepreneurs, just like them!

Cost: $17

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Badge

Business Jumpstart

The Bronze Award is the highest award a Junior Girl Scout can achieve. 
We highly suggest you attend this adults-only workshop intended to 
help you guide your daughter or troop as they reach for this prestigious 
Girl Scouts of the USA award.  You will receive valuable Bronze Award 
information, the Bronze Award packet, time log and leadership 
information.

Cost: $5

Facilitator: Devin Carrick

Bronze Award Workshop
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Junior Programs On Demand

It’s a teaser of everything that’s cool about camping! Have you ever 
baked inside a cardboard box? How about creating crafts to swap with 
your sister Girl Scouts? Make a box oven and bake a dessert, practice 
flag etiquette, make a sit-upon, and discover the meaning of SWAPS 
while making your own to swap or take home.     Mess kits are required 
for this program  Recognition: Camp Crafting Patch

Location: Camp Sacajawea / Camp Amity

Cost: $25

Facilitator: Jen Holmes

Recognition: Patch

Camp Crafting

Nothing tastes better than a meal you’ve prepared and cooked over 
an open fire with friends! Review how to build and maintain a proper 
cooking fire before working together to make individual foil packet 
meals and a tasty dessert treat.

Location: Camp Sacajawea / Camp Amity

Cost: $15

Facilitator: Stephanie Smida

Campfire Cooking
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Head out onto the lake and learn how to paddle, the parts of a canoe, 
and how to work as a team. (2 hours- not available November-April)

Location: Camp Sacajawea / Camp Amity

Cost: $14

Facilitator: Stephanie Smida

Recognition: Patch

Canoe I

After completing Challenge Course I, come back and do some level two 
low ropes elements before heading out to our zipline.

Location: Camp Sacajawea / Camp Amity

Cost: $16

Facilitator: Jen Holmes

Recognition: Patch

Challenge Course II w/ Zip for Juniors

Head out to our low-ropes course to work with your team and complete 
different tasks. Every time you come is a different experience.

Cost: $13

Facilitator: Jen Holmes

Recognition: Patch

Challenge Course I
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In today’s world we use technology to find our way,  but what happens 
when technology fails? In this program learn how to read a map and 
use a compass so you can always find your way.Prerequisite for Oregon 
Trail

Location: Camp Sacajawea / Camp Amity

Cost: $14

Facilitator: Jen Holmes

Recognition: Patch

Compass and Map Reading 101

Team up (also known as collaborating) with your Girl Scout team to 
set goals and make decisions to run your cookie business.  This NEW 
cookie badge also teaches Juniors how to collaborate with friends and 
family to connect with more customers.  Even if you’ve already sold 
cookies in the past, the key to greater success is to never stop learning 
how to become better.

Cost: $17

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Badge

Cookie Collaborator
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Shaping our future leaders with knowledge about government is what 
this Democracy Badge is all about. The goal for Juniors is to know 
more about how their government works, from their town or city 
to the whole country. Juniors will have fun activities like creating 
a government inspired art piece and conducting a friendly debate 
swaying girl voters to vote for fictional characters, either Elsa or Anna, 
to lead Arendelle.

Cost: $17

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Badge

Democracy for Juniors

Join fellow Disney fans as we DANCE, SING AND PLAY musical games, 
as well as test what you know about Disney princesses and other 
characters with trivia and more. Be sure to dress in your Disney best 
and be ready to have some fun at this in-person event.  (Fun patch 
included)

Cost: $12

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Patch

Disney Dance & Trivia

Troops of all levels can reserve this trunk created from the GSJS 
Archive Room, filled with historical materials such as song books and 
handbooks, uniforms, a trivia game, and a guide for all the inventory. 
Not only can girls look through the history of Girl Scouting, but they 
can also touch, feel, and try on many of these materials! Troops can 
reserve the trunk for up to three weeks. A special archive room patch 
is included!

Cost: $4

Facilitator: Devin Carrick

Discover Girl Scouting Trunk
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Learn basic first aid as you earn your First Aid badge.  Gain the skills 
needed to take action in an emergency, such as how to apply a bandage 
and help a choking person.  Learn what belongs in a first aid kit and 
create your own kit to take home. Prerequisite for Oregon Trail.

Cost: $16

Facilitator: Jen Holmes

Recognition: Badge

First Aid - Junior

Have you ever wanted to build your own campfire? After learning 
important fire safety, you’ll collect the correct types of wood for the 
very best campfire. Make a mini-fire with a partner and craft your 
own custom campfire snack. Prerequisite for Oregon Trail.

Location: Camp Sacajawea / Camp Amity

Cost: $14

Facilitator: Jen Holmes

Recognition: Patch

Firebuilding
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There are so many cool gadgets that make whipping something up 
in the kitchen or anywhere, a snap. Juniors can enjoy earning their 
Simple Meals Badge by making cinnamon rolls in the air fryer, by 
experimenting with trending online recipes for the waffle maker and 
so much more.

Cost: $20

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Badge

Gadget Cooking for Juniors

Discover the sport of Geocaching; a sport which combines technology 
with a scavenger hunt. Learn how to use your cellphone to access the 
Geocaching app and to find geocaches. Find out what a Travel Bug is 
and how they are tracked. Make SWAPS to leave at a geocache site and 
take your very own geocaching adventure! Recognition: Geocaching 
Badge

Location: Camp Sacajawea / Camp Amity / Ocean Service Center

Cost: $13

Facilitator: Jen Holmes

Recognition: Badge

Geocacher
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Discover how to create your dream car by sketching and sculpting a 
vehicle with this hands-on program to earn your Junior Automotive 
Design Badge.  This program can take place at a car dealership local to 
you, or at a facility of your choice.

Cost: $17

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Badge

Junior Automotive Design Badge

Girls will provide creativity and vision to create a prototype of a robot 
that solves a global problem, and we will provide the tools needed to 
meet this robot challenge. The purpose of the Designing Robots Badge 
is for Juniors to know how to plan, build, and share feedback, just like 
an engineer!

Cost: $17

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Badge

Junior Designing Robots
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How are butterfly wings, peacock feathers, seashells and lightning 
alike? They’re all patterns in nature.  A pattern is when something 
repeats itself, like a checkerboard or stripes on a tiger. Not only does 
this badge require Juniors to identify symmetry in nature, it also 
requires girls to create nature-inspired art with circular symmetry. 
We will provide everything needed at this indoor/outdoor program.

Cost: $17

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Badge

Juniors Shapes In Nature

Do you love music?  Ever wonder how it’s made or how YOU can make 
it yourself?  Juniors are challenged to compose a new song with their 
fellow musicians to complete and earn their Musician Badge. Here is 
your chance to show your musical talents for all to see! Whether you 
bring your own instrument to the event or use the tambourine you 
create and decorate at the program, together Juniors are going to rock 
it out.

Cost: $17

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Badge

Juniors Rock the Musician Badge
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Learn proper handling of a knife and practice this important life-
skill through simple whittling techniques.  Discover different ways to 
create both art and practical pieces using the knowledge gained in this 
program.

Cost: $15

Facilitator: Jen Holmes

Recognition: Patch

Knife Skills and Whittling 101

Learn how to tie knots and what they are commonly used for. You will 
learn how to tie a square knot, half hitch, bow line, and taunt line. 
Then learn what lashing is and what the different types are used for 
and try your hand at square lashing and tripod lashing. Each girl will 
receive a practice rope to take home with them.  Recognition: Patch.  
Prerequisite for Oregon Trail

Cost: $14

Facilitator: Jen Holmes

Recognition: Patch

Knot Tying & Lashing - Junior
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Art is all around us organically in the outdoors, found in the colors, 
textures, even sounds! Come explore the different ways to appreciate 
the palette the earth provides us to work with, through exposure to 
different techniques and mediums and creating a piece of art to take 
with you.

Location: Camp Sacajawea / Camp Amity

Cost: $20

Facilitator: Stephanie Smida

Naturally Artistic

Use your creativity to create a new outdoor game. Learn what to bring 
hiking and then we will set out on a scavenger hunt through the trails 
at camp. Girls will build a mini edible fire before seeing how a real fire 
is made. Learn a new camp game then put your own unique twist to it. 
Finish off by helping take care of Camp by taking a litter hike.

Location: Camp Sacajawea / Camp Amity

Cost: $15

Facilitator: Jen Holmes

Recognition: Patch

Outdoor Adventurer
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Learn what to pack for a camping trip, how to put up a tent, first aid, 
songs & skits, how to roll a sleeping bag and compete in a sleeping bag 
relay. Learn fun games to play on your camping trip, how to make an 
edible fire before we end with roasting some marshmallows over a real 
fire.   Recognition: Outdoor Fun Patch

Location: Camp Sacajawea / Camp Amity

Cost: $25

Facilitator: Jen Holmes

Recognition: Patch

Outdoor Fun

Learn how to cook over charcoal and propane. Learn what it takes to 
plan, serve, and clean up after a camping meal. Create a cookbook and 
Kaper Chart to use on your camping trip and learn knife safety while 
you prepare ingredients for Camp Chili and salad. Meal will include 
Hotdogs, chili, and a salad.  Mess kits are needed for this program. 
Recognition: Outdoor Cook Patch

Location: Camp Sacajawea / Camp Amity

Cost: $25

Facilitator: Jen Holmes

Recognition: Patch

Outdoor Cook
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Attention! Attention! Creative thinking Juniors are wanted to create 
stories!  It’s fun to be able to create a story that has no boundaries of 
the known world and can be anything your mind can think of in the 
land of story writing. The Scribe Badge created by Girl Scouts of the 
USA wants girls to tap in as they create poems, short stories, articles 
and use their words to share their opinions.

Cost: $17

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Badge

Scribe Creative Stories

Juniors are invited to venture through the Solar System and beyond 
to earn the NEW Space Science Investigator Badge. Our Solar System 
spreads out across space. It’s much larger than you might think and 
the stars are even farther away than you can imagine. The purpose of 
this badge is for Juniors to understand that the Earth orbits the Sun 
and how far away the Sun, Moon, planets and stars are from our home 
planet Earth. Along with fellow Girl Scouts, create a 3-D Solar System 
fit to win a science fair.

Cost: $17

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Badge

Space Science Investigator
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Zumba your way to staying fit!  You need a fit body and mind to do 
all of your favorite things, and this Staying Fit Badge teaches Juniors 
how to fuel up so that they can.  We will bring the Zumba class to you, 
along with some breaks. Learn about how to stress less, foods/drinks 
that are good for your body and other things you and your family need 
to stay strong and fit.

Cost: $17

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Badge

Staying Fit With Zumba

Are you ready for Disney Trivia? From the comfort of your home, join 
fellow Disney fans as we play musical games, test what you know 
about Disney princesses and more. Register early, we need to send you 
game materials before game day, including make-it-yourself Mickey 
Ears, activity sheets and a fun patch. This Zoom program is $10 per 
girl. Be sure to dress in your Disney best and be ready to have some 
fun.

Cost: $10

Facilitator: Susu Garcia

Recognition: Patch

Virtual Disney Trivia
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